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William Lowell Kane, a millionaire financier, and Abel Rosnovski, a Polish immigrant and head of a

hotel empire, play out their intense personal hatred for each other until its inevitable, and ironic,

conclusion. Book available. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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This was a magnificent book. Mr Archer is a great author. I wondered as I read this story where and

how does he come-up with these stories and lead the reader through the mystery. This MUST

become a movie!! As a lover of good books this is top shelf writing, and a book that grabs the reader

and hold them until the last word. I literally could not walk away from this story; there were many

characters to remember but as you continued to read it became easier to stay in touch with each

one of them. I actually became so involved in the lives of these characters that I cried and at times

laughed; there was also a short period of frustration with one person in particular. I have

recommended this book to some of my friends who love to read as much as I do. This is an

academy award, of books, winner!

I think Kane and Able is one of the best books that Jeffery Archer has written. I read it years ago

when it first came out, and I thoroughly enjoyed reading it for the second time. I live in a senior

retirement community and have passed it around to friends here and they also really loved it. After

reading it, I purchased the next 2 in the series, which I had never read, and enjoyed them very

much. They are also being passed around. I have a kindle, but when a book like this is so great, I



buy the book so my friends can have the pleasure of reading it. Then they are donated to our library.

Great book! Loved the two stories of two totally opposite men from birth to death and how they

ended up intertwining and colliding. They spent most of their adult lives hating each other for

absolutely no good reason - and turned out it was a complete misunderstanding and incorrect

information behind the feud. It was really interesting to get another perspective of how wars destroy

and shape lives - and how the Russian takeover of Poland among other countries resulted in

horrifying behavior on the part of the Russians. Abel was the Polish former prisoner of Russian

camps, Kane was the privileged son of an American Banker with all the stars lined up to assure his

success. Thoroughly enjoyed this book for both the storyline and the history lessons!

As a reader I was surprised that I had not previously read this book. I was excited to get back to the

book daily and walk through the life of the characters.

Jeffrey' s books keep getting more and more exciting. This is my 7th book and cannot wait to enjoy

more exciting stories.

very easy to read as the plots are so simple, almost to the point of being childish. It is always the

same with Archers bok: excellent stories filled with excellent dialogs with unbeliavably naive and

incorrectly planned company trics. I would highly recommend it to teenage readers as grown ups

would be terribly disapppointed with simple, banal , amateurisly planned plots.

I find it hard to run across a book that grabs you, and holds your attention from page one to the last

page! This book did it for me and I'm looking forward to reading the next book in this series.

I enjoyed this novel years ago and now once again I must say bravo to Jeffrey Archer for keeping

me entertained and intrigued a second time. I rarely read a book twice, yet I am happy I took the

time to re-read this excellent story. After publishing my 4th novel, I read (and learn from) other's

work differently than I did in the past. I learn so much from reading work by literary greats. Thank

you Mr. Archer.
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